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Abstract 
The huge diffusion of mobile devices with embedded cameras has opened new challenges in the context of the automatic 
understanding of video streams acquired by multiple users during events, such as sport matches, expos, concerts. Among the other 
goals there is the interpretation of which visual contents are the most relevant and popular (i.e., where users look). The popularity of a 
visual content is an important cue exploitable in several fields that include the estimation of the mood of the crowds attending to an 
event, the estimation of the interest of parts of a cultural heritage, etc. In live social events people capture and share videos which are 
related to the event. The popularity of a visual content can be obtained through the “visual consensus” among multiple video streams 
acquired by the different users devices. In this paper we address the problem of detecting and summarizing the “popular scenes” 
captured by users with a mobile camera during events. For this purpose, we have developed a framework called RECfusion in which 
the key popular scenes of multiple streams are identified over time. The proposed system is able to generate a video which captures 
the interests of the crowd starting from a set of the videos by considering scene content popularity. Frames composing the final 
popular video are automatically selected from the different video streams by considering the scene recorded by the highest number of 
users' devices (i.e., the most popular scene). 
 

Dataset is available at: http://iplab.dmi.unict.it/recfusionICIAP17  

Pipeline 
1.  Video acquisition phase (multiple sources) 
2.  Intraflow Analysis 
3.  Interflow Analysis 
4.  Cluster Tracking 
5.  Automatic generation of final video by 

considering scene content popularity 

RECfusion Dataset 
1. Foosball: 4 devices, ~2250 frames 
2. Meeting: 5 devices, ~2895 frames 
3. S.Agata: 7 devices, ~1258 frames 

 
Additional Video Dataset employed: 
4. Magician [1]: 6 devices, ~3800 frames 
5. Hoshen [2]: 3 video sets 
 

Experimental Results 

Conclusion 
In this paper we described RECfusion, a framework designed for automatic video curation driven by the popularity of the scenes acquired by multiple devices. Given a 

set of video streams as input, the framework can group these video streams by means of similarity and popularity, then it automatically suggests a video stream to be 

used as output, acting like a “virtual director”. We compared RECfusion intraflow and interflow analysis validations with Hoshen [2]. We have added a video set from 

Ballan [1] to our RECfusion dataset showing that RECfusion is capable to recognize and track the scenes of a video collection even if there is a single scene, where all 

the user are focused on the same target and videos are affected by severe camera motion. We proposed a novel and alternative vote-based cluster tracking 

procedure and compared it with the one, threshold-based, described in [3]. From this comparison we found that vote-based procedure reaches very good results 

totally automatic and independently by a hyperparameter fine tuning phase, but with the tradeoff of be unable to create and track an unlimited number of clusters. 

As future works and possible applications, we are planning to augment the framework with features specifically focused on Assistive Technology or Security issues (i.e., 

highlight/track bad behavior in the life style, log the visited places, search something or someone that appears in the scene). 

RECfusion GUI 
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The ratio Pa/Pr provides a score for the popularity 

estimation, whereas the ratio Pg/Pr verifies the visual 

content of the videos in the popular cluster and provides 

a measure of the quality of the popular cluster. Note 

that Pa/Pr is a score: when is lower than 1 it means that 

system is under-estimating the popularity of the cluster, 

while, conversely, if it is higher than 1 it results in an 

over-estimation. 
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